
 

 
 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCE STANDARD (EERS) 
 

A performance-based standard for utility energy efficiency programs that reduces energy costs, 

improves reliability, and cuts pollution 

 

EERS Overview 
 

An Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS)1 is a policy requiring electricity and/or natural gas 

utilities to achieve specified levels of customer energy savings. Typically, EERS objectives are 

percentage savings of electricity or natural gas sales as compared to a business-as-usual case. A 

state may have annual or cumulative savings goals, and often percentage savings goals may 

increase over time. Some states’ EERS may also have goals for reducing peak electricity demand. 

Further, EERS can complement or be a component of renewable electricity standards (RES, also 

called renewable portfolio standards, RPS).2 A national EERS would lower energy costs, reduce air 

pollution, slow global warming, and improve energy reliability throughout the nation. 
 

Why Utilities Should Promote Energy Efficiency 
 

Energy efficiency is often the cheapest, fastest, cleanest, and most reliable new energy resource. 

Recent studies estimate the average cost of electricity saved by energy efficiency programs at 2.5 to 

6.4 cents per saved kilowatt-

hour (kWh),3 much less than 

the cost of new conventional 

electricity. Also, energy 

efficiency programs usually 

have no siting issues, require 

no power lines or pipelines, 

emit almost no air pollutants, 

improve energy reliability, and 

they can start contributing in 

a fraction of the time it takes 

to build new power plants.  

 

Beginning in the early 1990s, 

utilities expanded demand 

side management (DSM) 

programs to help their save 

energy. Such programs, funded by ratepayers, include energy efficient appliance rebates; energy 

                                                           
1
 EERS are sometimes called Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards (EEPS). 
A number of states have alternative energy portfolio standards that may include certain non-renewable as 
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well as renewable energy sources. 
3 Toshi Arimura et al. “Cost-Effectiveness of Electricity Energy Efficiency Programs”, Resources for the Future. 

April 2011. http://www.rff.org/RFF/Documents/RFF-DP-09-48.pdf. Katherine Friedrich et al. “Saving Energy 

Cost-Effectively: A National Review of the Cost of Energy Saved Through Utility-Sector Energy Efficiency 

Programs”, American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, September 2009. 

http://aceee.org/pubs/u092.htm   
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audits; home weatherization, duct sealing and retrofits; consumer education; incentives for 

commercial lighting retrofits; and industrial improvements, among others. These programs, along 

with others designed to shift demand away from peak times, have resulted in electricity demand 

reductions equivalent to the generation of approximately one hundred 300-megawatt (MW) power 

plants.4 Despite these early successes, utility deregulation in the mid-1990s caused major cuts in 

DSM, and the budget for utility programs fell by nearly half. Today, a patchwork of ratepayer-funded 

state and utility programs has emerged to again encourage energy efficiency. The budget for state 

and utility electric and natural gas efficiency programs reached approximately $8.3 billion in 2012,5 

in part due to state EERS programs; a national EERS would encourage energy efficiency in all states 

and foster the widespread implementation of smart energy management. 
 

State Successes with EERS 
 

More than twenty states have created an EERS or allowed energy efficiency to meet part or all of an 

RES, and even more policies are currently pending. As a result of this continued growth, by the end of 

2012 electric utilities in states that had active EERS legislation served 104.6 million customers.6 

Some examples of state EERS programs include: 
 

 Texas, after initially requiring utilities to avoid 20% of the forecast increase in peak electric 

demand through efficiency programs, has subsequently increased its requirement to 30% of 

demand growth beyond 2013. Illinois requires new electricity savings that will rise to 2% of 

sales each year, and Michigan requires 1% annual new savings from electricity and 0.75% 

annual new savings from natural gas. 

 North Carolina allows energy efficiency to meet up to 25% (rising to 40%) of its RES. 

Connecticut revised its RES to add a separate tier requiring utilities to add savings through 

energy efficiency of 1% of electricity use each year.  

 The California Public Utilities Commission sets multi-year targets for electric and natural gas 

utilities based on a study of the potential cost-effective savings of the programs. 

 Vermont has requirements in its contract with an independent efficiency provider, Efficiency 

Vermont, that efficiency budgets be set to achieve all cost-effective energy efficiency. 
 

Ohio: The Economic Benefits of Efficiency Standards 
 

In 2008, Ohio enacted legislation (S.B. 221) creating an energy efficiency standard for investor 

owned utilities. As part of this legislation, utilities are required to implement programs that result in 

cumulative energy savings of 22% by 2025.7 To monitor progress toward this goal, the state 

established annual benchmarks that measure energy savings and peak demand reductions. A 2013 

analysis of Ohio’s energy efficiency policies conducted by the American Coalition for an Energy-

Efficient Economy (ACEEE) concluded that Ohio’s EERS policy is closely linked to the state’s 

                                                           
4 “Annual Energy Review 2011”, Energy Information Administration, September 2012, 

http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/annual/previous.cfm 
5 Hilary Forster, Patrick Wallace, and Nick Dahlberg “2012 Annual Industry Report”, Consortium for Energy 

Efficiency, March 2013. http://library.cee1.org/sites/default/files/library/10535/2012_AIR_Tables_-

_All_Tables_FINAL_-_with_erratum_NEW_VERSION.pdf  
6 “New EIA Inventory Tracks State Energy Efficiency”, Energy Information Administration, January 2013. 

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=12051  
7“Ohio: Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard”, Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, 

January 2013. http://dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=OH16R&re=1&ee=1  

http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/annual/previous.cfm
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http://library.cee1.org/sites/default/files/library/10535/2012_AIR_Tables_-_All_Tables_FINAL_-_with_erratum_NEW_VERSION.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=12051
http://dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=OH16R&re=1&ee=1


 

 
 

economic development.8 At an estimated $0.03/kWh, increased energy efficiency realized under the 

program is a low-cost alternative for utilities that would otherwise need to develop more expensive 

new supply resources. By 2020 customers will see avoided energy expenditures of nearly $5.6 

billion. 
 

National EERS & Future Policy 
 

While the 113th Congress has not introduced any legislation that would establish a national EERS 

policy, such legislation has been proposed previously. One proposal was introduced in the 111th 

Congress by then Representative, Ed Markey (D-Mass.) as part of the Save American Energy Act (H.R. 

889). The standard would have required savings to rise to 15% of electricity and 10% of natural gas 

by 2020. 
 

Under a prospective national EERS policy similar to previous proposals, energy savings could be 

achieved through a variety of means including reducing end-use consumption, enhancing appliance 

standards and building codes, promoting combined heat and power at customer facilities, and 

reducing energy losses in energy distribution. Additionally, utilities could be able to purchase 

efficiency credits from end-users or third-party efficiency providers to meet their required 

reductions.9 Whether such trades would be limited to in-state exchanges or could include interstate 

transactions would depend on policy design, In any case, credible, consistent evaluation, 

measurement, and verification (EM&V) is needed.  
 

Several proposals for renewable energy standards (RES) in the 111th Congress also included 

efficiency provisions within an RES, including the House-passed American Clean Energy and Security 

Act (H.R. 1454). Together with state EERS policies, a national EERS policy similar to those 

considered in the 111th Congress would represent a significant step toward the Energy 2030 goal 

and President Obama’s commitment to doubling energy efficiency by 203010 and a significant 

component of the recently issued Climate Action Plan.11 

 

 

                                                           
8  Max Neubauer et al., “Ohio’s Energy Efficiency Resource Standard: Impacts on the Ohio Wholesale Electricity 

Market and Benefits to the State”, American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, April 2013 

http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/e138.pdf  
9 For more on energy efficient credit trading, see Joe Loper, Steve Capanna, Rodney Sobin, and Tom Simchak, 
“Energy Savings Credits: Are Potential Benefits Being Realized?”, Alliance to Save Energy, April 2010. 
10 Barack Obama, “State of the Union Address”, Executive Office of the President, February 2013. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/remarks-president-state-union-address  
11 “The President’s Climate Action Plan”, Executive Office of the President, June 2013. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/image/president27sclimateactionplan.pdf   
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